This r epor t summarizes t he work of Commission 2 sin ce th e last Gener al Assembly and is arranged in accordance with t he topics to b e discussed at t he XIVth Gcneral Assembly, Toky o, 1963. R eferences pertinent to each topic are given after t he text of t he topic and con sist mainly of papers published sin ce th e last Gener al Assembly; in som e cases refer ences ar e m ade to r epor ts not generally published and to papers presented at UR SI m eetin gs.
Models of the Troposphere
R ecen t work, leadin g t o a fuller understandin g of t he troposphere and its influence on r adio propagation , may be categori zed into three bro,td areas distin g uished by t he sC~l,l e of t he at mosph eri c structure involved. These are (1) synopti c-scale phenomen a, for which t he domin ant feature is t he horizoll t al st ratifi cation of t he medium, (2) smallscale, three-dim ensional ])b enomen a, ch aract erized by r efractivity irregularities varyin g in size from kilometers down to centimeters, and (3) m.icro-scaJ e phen omena that arise in th e molecular and ato mic n ature of the atmospher e.
Stratified Structure
E xtensive met eorological investigat ions h ave been conducted, and are plann ed [Petterssen , 1962] , to elu cidate t h e ways in which the atmosphere fun ction s and, in p ar ticular, the processes responsible for the structme of t be t roposphere. F or example, an anfl.lysis of t he exch ange b etween kin etic and po tential energy on global scales [Saltzman and Fleisher, 1960 ; has indicfl.ted t h at it is primarily t h e large-scale eddy motions, rather t han the zonally aver aged motions, wbi ch grow directly at the expense of available potential en ergy. Another interestin g st udy [Ch arney and D razin , 1961] bas shown , by analogy wit h t he t ransmission of electrom agnetic radiation in h eter ogeneous media, t hat large-scale eddy energy is normally trapped in t he tropospher e b ut may escape to the mesospher e, or tunn el through t he renecLing bltrri er at th e equin oxes wh en th e u pper-atmosph el'e mefl.ll zon al Will d is r eversin g. At such times verti cal edd y tr an sport of h eat and moment uill m ay produ ce a significanL modifi caLion in Lhe b asic at mosph eri c structur e.
On a sOlll ewb a L smaller scale, consid emble attention has b een g ive n to the wind profile ll eal' Lhe surface und er n eutr al [Bl ackadar , 1962] and nonneu tral [Ellio tt, 1960 ; Sellers, 1962] condi tions . By r elatin g the exchange coeffl cien t to t h e r ate of di ssipation of turbulen t ellergy, and by assumin g thfl.t t he size of t he eddies becomes indep enden t of heigh t at a r elat ively low level, reasonable agr eem ent h as b een ob tain ed b etween predi cted and obser ved values of surface stress, surface wind direction , a nd ver tical distribution of exchange coefficien t in a n eu tral atmosphere .
In more direc t r ela tion t o radio propagation phenom ena the distribution of microwave r efr active index associated with a contin ental cold ou tbreak has been studi ed [Jehn , 1961] . This h as led to the sugges tion that th e techniques of qu antitative synoptic clima tology may b e usefully applied to r adio m eteorological problems.
The ver tical profile of r adio r efractive index h as b een modeled exte nsively [B ean , 1961 a ; M artin and 'Valdron , 196 1] , fl.nd some m easurem ents indidate close agr eement with an exponential form [Sherr, 1961 ; And erson , B eyers, a nd R a in ey, 1960 ; B ean , 196 1b] . A discussion of the validi ty and relative m erits of the simple expon ential profile [Mism e, 547 l Bean , and Thayer, 1960] hfts helped clarify the application of these models. Bean [1961a] proposed a bi-exponential model for the profile that distinguishes the scale-heights of the dry and moist con tribut ions to t he index.
The refraction effects that are a consequence of stratification of the refractive ind ex have been considered hom several points of view. For "standftrd" atmospheres, the effective earth radius method has been placed on a firmer foundation by means of conformal mapping [Toman, 1962] . General formulas for the divergence coefficients of t he direct and reflected rays in an exponential atmosphere have been developed [Wilkerson , 1962] . Rainey and Thorn [1962] and Cramond and Thorn [1962] have reanalyzed the refraction problem for the general atmosphere, whether sph erically symmetric or not. On the basis of a sizable body of radar angle observations, they conclude thftt azimuthal corrections su ch as they have proposed would be valuable.
The influence of refraction on transmission loss in beyond-horizon circuits has been investigated. Use of a larger modified earth radius in subtropical regions (a K-value of 1.7 over land and 2.4 over water) has been found to bring the correspondin g loss data into line with the standard values for temperate climates [Gray, 1961] . D en nis [1962] has discovered that, for coastal and over-wftter links, refractivity data derived from meteorological parameters ordinarily used in weather forecasting can be used successfully in the short-term prediction of transmission loss. S urface refractivity has been found to be ftS useful a predictor of diurnal and seasonal variations of monthly median transmission loss as are actual radio measurements from prior yea{·s [Bean , Fehlhaber, and Grosskopf, 1962] .
Normal mode theory and internal reflections, as an explanation for transhorizon propagation, have continued to be the focus of consider able controversy. A theory previously developed to account for a sino1e elevated inversion has been extended [N orthov;r 1961a ] to the case of multiple layers. Northover' [1961 b] has shown that under certain conditions several weak, high-level inversions can produce an effect similar to a single strong inversion. Bullington [1960] h as presented a quantitative explanation of tropospheric and ionospheric "scatter" transmission based on diffraction theory and the average decrease in the index of refraction with height above the earth. Although somewhat different in details of analysis, this ftpproach bears strong resemblance to normal mode theory as applied earlier by Carroll and Ring [1955] . Carroll has supported this model at various URSI meetings, where he has offered interpretations of Tukizi's and of Ponomarenko's work and has s upported their general results. On the other hand, Tukizi's results have been criticized [Logan, 1962] on the grounds that his application of the "saddle-point" method to the evolution of an integral involving nonisolated saddle points leads to erroneous results.
The role of atmospheric ducts in radio propagation, particularly that of elevated ducts in beyondhorizon transmission, has been investigated extensively. (See section 6, Guided Waves in the Troposphere. ) 1. 2. Small-Scale Irregularities N onspherically stratified structure of the atmosphere and its effect on radio propagation have continued to receive a major share of the attention of U.S. workers. Tln·ee relatively new facets of this problem have emerged during the past seventl years and are now recognized as bea, ring considerable importance on the development of the field. These are the occurrence and influence of in ternal gravi ty waves, the anisotropic structure of atmospheric turbulence, and the broad-band comm unicationtheoretic representfttion of transhorizon radio circui ts. There has been, of course, ft greftt amount of effort devo ted to more famili ar topics such as isotropic t urbulence and refractive-index spectm, electromagnetic theory of scattering, and tue relation of transmission loss and other characteristics of received fields to meteorological conditions. Nonetheless, the emphasis placed upon the more recently initiated areas of investigation is increasing.
The possible role of internftl atmospheric waves 011 the propagation of radio signals beyond the horizon was s uggested by the results observed in the Stanford University mpid beam-swinging experiments [vVaterman, 1959] . Subsequent ftnalyses by Wftterman and Strohbehn [1962] and by Gossard [1962a] have delineated this problem in some detail. W ateI'm ftn believes thftt pftrtiftl reflections (s in gle and multiple) and focusing due to layer CUl"vft ture may occur. He also concludes thftt velo cities of reflecting facets may exceed greatly th e normal wind and wave velocities. Gossard [1960a velocities. Gossard [ , 1962a sup ports the existence of such waves with meteorolog icftl evidence and has deduced that they cause angle of-arrival perturbations on microwave links in t h troposphere. He has expressed doubts, howevel as to the occmrence of sufficiently intense gradient to account for t he partial reflections and he doe: not find evidence of t he velocities proposed by ''Vatermftn . On the other hftnd, Harney [1962] of the USAF Cmnbridge Research Laboratories explained a case of anomalous returns covering ft microwave radar PPI on a cloudless day in terms of multiple reflections from an undubting surface be tween layers of differing index of refraction. Th role of internal gravity waves in conveying en erg: out of the troposp here in to the mesosphere anI lower ionosphere hfts also been explored [Gossard 1962b] . It hfts been discovered that a ' window existE at periods of about 10 min to 2 In· through which fairly large amOlUlts of energy sometimrs flow out of the troposphere.
The anisotropic nature of atmospheric turbulence was noted and a possible indirect influence on tropospheric scatter propagation was deduced [Bolgiano, 1960] . The detailed structure of turbulence in l:l stratified medium has been developed [Deissler, 1962 Bolgiano, 1962 , and wind-tunnel experiments hav been performed lWiskind, 1962] that showed son of t be effects of strc Ltificalion. Th e electromagnetic effects of an isoLropic st rucLu re hn I'e been explored [Gjessin g, 1962] by exp ressin g the scaLLering coefficienL ill terms of t he s pecLru.m of refmcti l'e illdex deviation s, which (a nisotropic) fl ucL uation s hal~e , in turn, been modeled ill Fo uri er space. The group aL SLandford U ni versity has carried ou t a simul taneous frequency-scan and mpid becLl11-swinging experime nt, [Waterman, Strohb elm, and Coates, 1960] . The transmiLter and r eceil~er have been tuned synchronously ol'er a 20 Mc/s band at a 300-cycle rate while the If deg an ten na beam was being swept throug h a 4 deg azimuth sector at a 10-cycle rate. D etection of changes in the coherence angle in t he absence of corr esponding changes in the coherence b andwid t ll has been interpreted as evidence of variat ion in the cLJ1 isotropy of the refractil'e index strucLure from time to time, A preliminary experiment in which radio SCcLtter signals hal'e been employrd to m efts ure simul taneously t he shape of t he refntcLil'e ind ex spec ( rum 1'01' I'ertical and nearly horizo 11 t<Ll W,tlTellU]1l bel' components h<Ls been r eported by Bolgiano [1962] . In the sa me range of wal'enumb er magni t ud e t he vertical specLl'Ll.ln exhibitcd steeper slope lilan the ncar horizontal spectru. m 011 almost all occasions. An eXLensiv e, thr ee-dimension<Ll ref'nlCti I'e index measuremenL program IHIS been illi Li,)'Led by Thompso n and Janes of the ); at ion,)'l .B urea u of SLa nd ards.
Multi ple sensing cH I'iLies will be 1ll0unLed 0 11 a towe l', along the m ean wi Lld, Lmnsverse th ereto, and ,'ertically so ftS to measure insLantaneously Lbe three-dimeJlsional correl:tLion fUll cLion.
Tnform<1lion-Lh eoretic ,LIlalys is of trans horiw n rad io circuits has beell phtced on a fir mer basis ns ,t conseq uence of st ucli es lllMl e 011 Lhe problem of signa llin g throu gh J"tLlld om chanJlels. (Commission 6) Th eo reti cal work ill t his ,tre,L is intimately dependent upon (he mocl el of troposp heric s trucLure, ,) in spftce and Lime, (h,Lt one ass um es. By careful analysis o[ meas urem ents of Lbis tn)e it may be ? possible to cl ed uce import,w t in [orm ation abo u t the structure. :\ lu ch effor t con tinues to be ltpplied in this direction, Chisholm and his colleagues at M,LT. Lin coln Laboratory have co ntinued the analysis of data gathered during the 1950's. They have found [C hisholm et a1., 1962] that at 400 Mc/s on ft 640-mi , path t h e propagation time of pulse transmissions l changes as though t he height of the scatterin g layer , were varying between 20,000 Jt and 90,000 ft. Also on a similar length path they noted frequency selective fading such that the crosscorrelaLion was down to 0.7 at 100 kc/s separation. On a shorter path [Chisholm et a1. , 1961] , carrier-frequency deviations and path-length variations were measured by a round-trip tl'ftnsmission system. Carrierfrequency stability was cl eter mined to exceed 1 part in 10 8 and rm s path-len gth flu ctufttion s were found to be about 50 m, 11ea.surements over a 188-mi path ftt 2290 : Mc/s using 0.1 !-,sec pulses were reported b y Roche et al. [1962] . A large percentage of the t ime t he pulses were received undistorted.
Use of this very s hort pulse lengt h prov ided a m eall s of resolving the mi crostructure of the at mosp here.
The range of fading (1 0 to 90 percent) and iLs correbtion with meteorological param eters has beel! studied [Bauer, 1961] . In pftrticular, strong cOl'l'elat ion was observed between t his range (12 to 30 db ) ftnd the wind shear near the com mon volume. The fading range approximated closely the theoretical 13.5 db when the shear was low but increased rapidly with increasing shear. Since the data were normalized to hourly median values, t he excess fading range could be ftcco un ted for on the basis of large-scale inhomogeneities of the THean squar e refracti,'eindex fluctuations. The depth and duration of fad es hal'e also been analyzed [Wright and Cole, 1960] for signals transmitted over a 100-mi pat h at 950 Mc/s. A hrge percent of fades are of shor t duration, particularly t he deep fades. Of t hose 25 db or more below t he m edian, only 1 percent were greater t han 100 msec in length . Both p hase and ftmpli t ude fluctuations weremeasllred f01' 810 11c/s signals on <L 1 OO-mi path, as related by Beam er [1962] of Collin s Radio Company. Of p<lrticular interest is the fact t hl),t t he distribu tion of ph ftse excursions did not ftppro,tc h t he distribution predicLed by the m ultipath scattering model elren t houg h t he shol't-ten n ,un pli t ude dist ri but ion was closely Rayleig h. Also t he obse rnLtioll of rapid changes in phase and <llllpli Lude, in s hort bursts, for a h alf-hour just prio r to s un set, regardless of local weather along t he path , requires so m e explan ftt ion, The use of 11l 0nopulse radar techn iques for tiJ e experimen tal analysis of scattered radio waves has been described by T emple [1962) of M.l.T . Lincoln :Labomtory at an U, R.S.J. m eetin g.
The cleLail structure of' troposp heric properties has been explored exte nsively, to obLai n inform atio ll esse n tinl in t he application of vario us models designed to explain radio prop,Lgfttion , as well as to provid e dat,L Lhat a re usef ul in t he evaluation of Lm'bulence t heo ry and in the inLerpretation of s uch t heory in the ftLmosp here. Spectra of press m e and refractive index fiuct ufttions [Gossard, 1960a [Gossard, , 1960b , derived from data collected in the southern Pacific coastal region of the United States, exhibit two features that are of speciftl in terest. First, very high mean square fluctuation intensity is concen trated in relatively t hin strata within th e lower part of stably stratified layers, It would appear th at t mbulencE' in th e well-mixed convective region below stirs (o r otherwise disturbs) the stratified layer, wi th its estftbEshed gradients, t hus producing marked deviations of atmosp heric properties at the inversion and imm edi ately above, . but having little effect at greater altitudes, In t hese zones of inten se refractive index variance the spectra show a well-developed --5/3 power-law form for horizontal sc.Lles of up to 1,000 ft or more. Second, al t ho ugh outside thesE' zo nes the spectml in tensity shows characteristic dep art ures from this power-law at low wave numbers, corresponding to varying defi cits of mean square fluct uation "energy" at the larger scale sizes, at the high wave numbers (1 to 100 ft) the theoretical 719-±24--G4----3 iner tial-subran ge p ower-law is ver y closely sa tisfied a nd the in tensity is surprisin gly constant, independent of stabili ty and h eigh t. Similar data fro m a n inla nd region in th e sou th er n United States [Strai ton D eam , a nd 'Ii Valker , 1962 ] indicate a power-la w spec~ tr al for m in which th e exponen t varies from -1 to -3.3, t be slope decr easin g at higher 1 1ltit udes and an in tensity t hat varies widely at th e sm aller ~cales (less t ba n 20 ft), gen erally decreasing with increased heigh t .
1~1VestigltL~On or t h e .r efn tctive index str ucture by r :td1O-scattenng . tec.itmques at several frequ encies sImultan eously h as shown, for th e Pacific coastal region [Or t wein , H opkins, and P ohl, 196 1] , bo th a ngle a nd waveleng th d epend ence th at is in ao-reem ent with t h e -5/3 power-la w form for t h e sp ect~um .
R eflections from layers a ppear t o b e impor tan t at t h e lower frequen cies (below 1,000 M c/s) when t h e atn:lOsphere i~ characterized by strongly stable r~gl.on s. Bo~gJano [196 1] of Cornell r eported t h at sll11ilar multIple fr equen cy. experiment,s employ ing scaled an tennas on a hIlly, mland path m t h e northeast U nited Stat es indicate a h ighly variable form for t h e sp ectrum , The m edian valu e of th e exponent in t h e. power-la w is deduced t o b e approximately -5/3 m summer but a pproaclles -7/3 in winter . D ay to day v aria tion of the deduced exponent ranges from -1 to -3.
'rurbulen ce and wind structlll'e h ave b een studied by a grettt m any workers, bothflllid dyna micists and ~nete~)l'olog.ists ,. R eference is ]~1~d e h~re only t o a f~w mvestigatIO~l s thttt h ave faIrly dIrect applicabIlIty to t h e radIO problem itself or t o t h e mod elin O' or r efractive index stru cture, Turbulence in sh ea~ flow [D eissler , ] 961] and in th e presence of a temperature gradien t [D eissler , in press] h as b een a n alyzed and it h as b een shown t h at th e presence of t h e gra dien ts eff ects a transfer of flu ctuation "en ergy" from.l:trge to s mall s?ales: The r a tio of eddy conductIVIty t o eddy VISCOSIty in t h e atmospher e is shown t o vary from one to sligh tly over two d ep ending upon th e intensity of t h e sh ear. Kuo [1962] h as consider ed t h e influ en ce of eddy diffu sion on t h ermal convection , while Ogm a [196 2a, 1962b] h as ~nalyz.ed buoya!lt cO~1Vection in th e atmospher e, ~nclLldmg .th e e~ect. of latent h eat of va porization . rhe r elatwn of .RIch ardson numb er t o potent ial te.mpera ture gr a~lent h as b een studied [R eed, 1960] , wIth , th e conclusIOn t hat a decrease in temperature gr.a~h en t d oes not necessarily imply a d ecr ease in R l ' GIHo, rd [1.9?1]. has r eemphasiz ed t h e importance of r elatIve chffuSIOll as opposed t o average disp ersion in describing t mbulen t diffu sion in t h e at mosphere. 'l~h e role of eddy condu ctivity in subsidence inverS10ns h as been tr eated by P anofsky [1961] , ,Frequ ency spectra of lar ge-scale tmbulen t transfer of momentum and h eat h ave bee n calculated fro m upper air d ata [Chui , 1960] , indicating th at the lower fr equency componen ts are m ore impor tan t in th e nOl'~bwa~' d transpor t of h eat at high er altitudes. P en ods ln excess of 20 d a~~s were found to b e significan t. Ver tical velocity flu ct ua tions h ave b een d e.rived from the Monin-Obukhov similarity h ypo theSIs [:\[unn , 1961] , The r esul ts indicate r ms ver tical velo~i~ies increase with heigh t in super adiabatic condItIOns, decr ease with h eigh t in stable con ditions an d are independen t of h eigh t in a ne utral atmos~ pher e, L 'H ermitte [1962] . E VIdence was found of gr aVIty w ave oscillatIOns . Also h OrIzontal rms velocity compon e nts were f?un d to b e . t wice ver tical cOlnponents. Two-pom t wmd correlatIOn te nsor is similar to th at of homoge neous, isotropi c t urbulen ce provided horizon t al hom. ogeneity is assumed [Buell, 1960] , M odels of vertlCal correlations of t he wind have b een constructed from e.xtensive sets of d ata in the nor t hern .h emispher e [Koch a nski, 1961]. These show ver." sllmla r m agnitude and sh ape in lar o'e zones of la titude. The correlation runs hio'h in'" t he midtroposphere (7 to 9 km), and the dec~v of correlation ~\:i th vertical sep ar ation is often n ead y exponen tial. 1he sea breeze h as b ee n s tu died theoretically by E stoque [1961, 1962] , who h as calculated th e evolutio n for differ en t lar ge-scale win d and temperature fields. . .1' h e stoch astic na~LIl'e of r efractive index iJ'l'eg ularItles h as been conSId ered b y B ugnolo [1 96 1] , who proposes a model th at tak es account of t h e nonstationary ch aracter of all atmospheric processes. T~1e sal~e au thor l~as a:lso investigated t he question of m ult lple scattermg m th e troposph er e [Bugnolo, 1960a] and has derived a t ra nsport equ ation for the sp ectral d ensity of a m ult iply-scattered electrom,agnetic field [Bugnolo, , 1960b] . Fmu ts u [1962] of t h e. ~tttIOn al Bure~u of Standard s h as d evelop ed a statIstlCal th eory of electromagnetic fields in fluctuating m edia, showing t hat this problem may be ~olved by use .of the same m eth ods as are employed m . qu,an tum field t ? eoqr. K rzywoblocki [1962] of N[lChlgan State U m versity h as proposed a solution ~o t h e equation of wave prop ag~tio n t hrou gh t h e ~rregul ar tropo~phere b y m eans of m tegral operators. rhe use of agltated styrofoa m spheres to sim ulate a r andomly irregular m edium and th e exp erimental investigation of microwave pr opagation t hrough such a mediul1l has contin ued [B eard , 1962 ].
An empirical model h as b een d edu ced for t h e sp ect rum of r efractive in dex flu ctuations in t h e tropo-sphere on t h e basis of tn\,lls m iss ioll loss versus distance deLteL and the ass umption of Yert iclLI homogeneity of the ineguhLJ'i ties [LLto rre, 1962J . The Booker-Gordon theory of l"ctd io scatter propageLt ion has been qll est ion ed [Abraha m and Bradshaw, I 96 1]. I/Vorkin g with 11 set of previou sly llJutneLlyzed dat,L it was J01111d t hat, althou gh conehLtion of r ece ived signal strength with approprilLte weather param eters on H. whole year cycle was high , short -term correlations vlwished . Periodic structure in the m ean received signal strength on a scatter path was explained at an U. R .S.I. m eeting by White [1962] of Corn ell Univers ity. H e proposed patches of enhanced r efractive index fluctuations as a consequence of th e forma,t iol1 of buoyan t plumes.
The performance of antennas in the r eception of scn ttered radio fields ha s been consid ered by several workers. Stein and Johansen [1961] h ave appl ied the techniques of ll1'Ltched-filter theory to the problem lW et have shown th at a V<l st r eduction in elTor rn tes cm1 be effected [or nanow-b ellm an tC lm llS over tlmt whi ch would occur usin g standard alltelllHL design . "Vl1 terJllnn [1961] has clarified the lIature of t he co uplill g loss in tropos ph eric SC,ttter as compared with exos ph eric scatter ,md h e has discussed the relations hip as l·egl1.rcl s coupling loss between a scatt er circu it ha vill g IHllTow-bealll nntenll,lS at both termimds and oll e havin g n. narrow-beam antenna at one termin al only [vVa termnll , ] 963] . Ca rroll and L evatich [1962] no ted thett degmdl1tion of a.ntenlllL performan ce m ay be explain ed in terJllS of an angulnr distribution of in cici enL sc,lLler ed en ergy nnd proposed that t his n.ngu lnl" spread is a ll in verse run ctioll of Pl1tlt l en g th. The depend ence of n.pcrLure-tomedium couplin g loss on distance has also been discussed by Yeh [1962] ~md Hogg [1962] .
Atomic and Molecular Phenomena
With t he ever-in cr el1 s in g sens itivity of equipmen t, absorption llnd 1"<ldin.tion in th e Iltlllospher e have b ecom e bighly illipor tant in imposin g t he ultimate limit on t he performance of melny systems . Th eoretical and experimental studies of these phenomena which are r elated t o t he molecular and atomic nature of the atmosphere are described in section 4, en titled T ropospheric Propogation Affecting Space Communications.
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2. Radio Climatology
Progress in radio climatology in Lhe period since the lasL ge neral asse mbly has been in Lhe area of techniq ues of measW'emen Ls of lhe radio refractive index and its variation, tra nsmission loss characteristics under various prop agation modes and in diIIerent climatic regions, and the climatic variation of the bending of l'adio waves.
Simultaneo us measurement of the refractive index, n, in terms of by p.xed b alloon and aircraft-mounted sensors [Gossard, 1960] has indicated the equivalence of the Eulerian space and time spectra, and indicates that atmospheric stability h as a pronounced effect upon the variation of turbulent intensit~-\\-ith height.
Studies of the climalic distribulion of N s (N at gro und level) hlwe been co mpleted for the United States with tentalive estimates of similar values [01' the world [Bea n, I-lorn, and Ozanich, 1960] . Summaries of t he variation of N s and the verLical distribution of N hnve shown iL to he a promising index of clim/LLic variation 196] ], as well as a sensiLive indicator of meLeorological ch ltnges abou t intense synopLic-scale SLorIll s~"sLems [Jehn , 1960a [Jehn , , 1960b [Jehn , , 1961 . Applicl1Jio n of t he powerful anal~-sis methods of classical meLeo rolog.\-, vertical motion , and potential vorticiL.\-indicates Lhei r event ual use in da.\--Lo-da~-predicLion of Lhe exLel1ded ranges or VHF radio field strengt hs [1101er and Holden, 1960 ; Randall, 1962] .
The eA'ect of meteorological senso r time lag has been studied with th e importlLllt conclusion that more accurate estimates of duct and elel'aLed layer intensi ties may be obtltined by careful reanalysis of the original sounding data [Wagner, 1960 [Wagner, , 1961 Bean and Dutton, 1961] . In addition, the sLandard radiosonde instrument has been modified to yield more realistic measures of the refracti \TO index profile [Clinger and Strai ton, 1960; D eam, 1962] .
Studies of meteorological data have indicated the possibility of extended ranges of VHF propagation within the tradewind inversion for the Sou th Atlantic [Pun-es, Randall , and Ringwal t, 1959; Katzin et a1., 1960] . Subsequent transmission loss measurements have confirmed these preliminary results. (See section 6, Guided Waves in the Troposphere.) Extension of this work to the elevated tradewind duct between San Diego and H awaii indicates the same general conclusions as those for the South Atlantic but with the additional obselyation th at the extended range of VHF signals was confined to a cloud-top l ayer of about 100-ft thiekness [Randall, 1962] . These results haye been confirmed and extended by the addition of radar studi es of the azimuthal extent of the elevated ducLing regions that indicate radar returns ol' er a 1000 nautical miles extent of t he California coastline to ranges as great as 900 nautical miles to sea compared to the normal range of 160 to 180 nautical miles [Hemenway and R andall, 1962] .
A summary of a VHF radio meteorological experiment O\T er the P~wifi.c Ocean in 1946 h as been prepared which essen Lially confirms the wartime Atlantic Ocean m easurements off the island of Antigua, with the co nclusion. t llf1L no radio holes were observed during periods of exten ded ranges an d t hat these extended ranges may be practically exploited for ship-to-s hip and ship-Lo-shore communications for l'ttnges up Lo 200 mil es [Ament et a1., 1962] .
Experiments Ol"er iL 104 kill within-the-horizon oyer-\\"Ilter path in southern California on 394 Mc/s haye shown It strong dependence of fading characteristics Oll Lhe IJCighL of superrefraeli\'e layers above se,L 1m·cl. Prolonged splwe Wlwe fad eouls are much more likely Lo occur co.nCUlTen L wiLh gro und-b ased and low olenLLed byers lhaH with hig h layers or lin ear refracli I"e index profiles. In t hese experimel1 ts, Lhe Lerminals were located approxima Lely 250 and 450 III abol'e sell le\"el, respecLi\"ely [BIll"sis and Johnson, 1962] .
The very strong cll Iwges of N in tllC vici nity of cumulus cloud s hltve been sLudied by C unningham \1962]; 11 model of a cUlllulus clo ud IL lld its refractive index di stribu tio n h as been developed with the important co nclusion t haL radioso nd e cillLa may be used with s ufrtcient accuracy Lo estim ate the refracLive index diD"erence between t he 11mbient air and Lhe cloud in teri or. The occurrence o[ cumulus clouds geogntphielLlly within Lhe Un iled States, diurnally ftnd annually has been prese nted [C unninghaJll , ]962bj.
The validity of t he ge neral exponential decrease or N witlt h eight hfts been examin ed by Misme, Bean, and Thayer [1960] wiLh the conclusion that this simple model is m ore widely applic,tble than at first supposed.
Comparative studies of the correlation of the dimnal and seasonal vari ation of monthly median VHF transmission losses in Germanv and t he United States. B ean, Fehlhaber , and Grosskopf [1962] have perhaps revealed the basis of m uch of th e international debate as to the validity of the slll'face value of N, N s , as a predictor of transmission loss variations. It is found that the variations of . . . . . ;~Tes tern European transmission losses are characteristically ll1.uch less than those from the eastern seaboard of the United States and, in addition, are frequently within or near the limit of measurement accuracy. The correlation of transmission loss with N s is found to be essentially the same on both continents when the range of transmission loss is large. Qualitative agreement with this conclusion is r eached by climatic studies of N s ' whieh indicate a characteristic range for the Eastern United States of five times that of Western Emope.
Perhaps the most definitive conclusion in radio climatology reached during this reporting period is the experimental confmnation of N s as a predictor of atmospheric refraction for elevation angles in excess of a few degrees [Anway, 1963 ; B ean and Thayer, 1963]. These results, s ummarized in figure 1 , show that the precision l'adio sextant measmements of total atmospheric refraction have been adequately predicted from surface meteorological data alone. Both the mean value of the totfl,l angular bending and the variation abou t this mean agree with previous estimates derived from meteorological data. Austin [1961] sho wed that at 3-cm w~welen gth , a high radar reflectivity and/or echo tops r eachin g or exceeding the tropopause wer e excell ent indicators o( tornado es or hail l1,t th e s urface. H owever, validiL.\¥ of radar echo h eighLs has b een challenged r ece ntl~· b~ ' Jordan [1962] , who r eported a wide va ri~LI1 ce in ec ho heigltts r epor ted by radars in close proximity. In a, st udy of simultaneo us echo top illeasuremell ts a nd visual cloud top meas urements, Saunders and ROllne [1962] found angular di eerences of 0 to + 1 0 with the radar elevation high er. JmportanL lo a progratn o( absolute ech o i ntens it~· m eas uremell Ls is proper calibratio n of t he radar equipment. ALias l1,nd M ossop [196Qi] ha vo suggested a method ulilizing small balloo n-born e spheres.
A m ajor effor t directed Loward a b eLLe r understl1,nding of sever e sto rm mechanisms has becfl initiated by th e US . W eaLher Bur e~tu . A numb er of instrumented aircmfL fk car ci"ully co nt rolled a nd monitored tracks around and tlll:ough squall lines and thunderstor ms while several gro und-b ased wea ther radars monitor t he three-dimensional dist ribution of echo areas and intensities, and spec ial surface network and upp er-air so unding stations record temp erature, wind humidity, press ure, and rainfall. A detailed analysis of a radar echo associated with a tornado has r ecently been completed [Donaldson, 1962] .
.2. Hurricanes
As a result of several disastrous hurricanes in 1955, a network of weather radl1,rs was installed along the Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the United States during 1960 [Bigler , H exter , and IV ells , 1962] . Th ese equipments were used vel': successfully on several occasions, providing hurrica ne for ecasters with far b etter hurrica ne eye position in fo rmation than ever before. D ata from these radars as well as others were used by Sent} [1961] [or detailed studies o( e~'e motion a nd the stru ct ure of hurricanes [Jordan, Hurt, and L owTey , 1960 
Forecast and Synoptic Applications
B y Lheir nature, mdal' observations indi ca te the time, space, and intensity variations of precipitation. Sin ce man y weat her forecas t problems are concerned with predictions of p ,muneters affected by precipitation , radar h as an important input to th is aspect of m eteorology. Progr ess, however , has not been as mpid as it could be, owing to difficulties associated with the relay of information from t he radar console to the forecaster in a r emoLe locat ion . An appraisal of t he use of radar in JoreeH ,s Li ll g has b een prepared by K essler [1961] . A st udy of some of t he statisticfll properties of radar echoes h as been cO lllpleLed by Hilst and Russo [1960] ', 1962] , and the v<llue of co mposited radarscope p ho togntphs in t he U.S. ma n-in-sp ace program has been illustmted [Hoose, 1962] .
Rltda r echo es associa Led with moun tain wave clouds have b ee n obser ved ~tnd describ ed by Colson , Lind say, ~tJld lhnd [1961] . The observaLions s how lLg ree lllent witlt t heory on th e wavelength or mounLain waves under the condition s of atmosphe ric s tab ili ty t hat ex isted ~Lt t he Lill w of lh e observaLions.
Hydrology
Ob se]" v~Ltion of h eavy and persisLe nt mi n(~lll by radar is ver.v useful Lo Lhe hydrologist respon sible for fl ood [orecasting . For Lh ese purposes, mdars of 5-or 10-cm waveleng th are required to min imize effec Ls of atte nu ation. As stated by H a milton and rvLtrshall [196 ] ], truly quanLit~tt ive operation, i. e., meas urem ent o( ra infall rate, " demands" use of 10-cm wavelength. However, Collis [1962] has r eported on the feasibility of using X -or K -band radars for rainfall measurements over relatively small areas by measurement of the amount of signal attenuation . Methods for applying radar information to hydrology have been described by Flanders [1961] , Leiber, :'1erritt, a nd Robertso n [1961] ' and McCallister [1961 ] . Radar m eas ur ements of areal rainfall reported by Kodaira [1961] indicate t hat accuracy of the order of ± 50 percent may be achieved.
.5 . Weather Radar and Satellites
Availability of ~t large qu antity of TIROS cloud photographs has inevitably led to st udies of the relationship b etween radar echo areas and cloud patterns which have been r eported by Nagle and Ser ebreny [1962] , Blackmer [1961] ' FujiLa et al. [1962] ' and Fujita [1961] . Although rectifi.eation of cloud photographs forces painfully slow progress in this area of endeavor, results thus far indicate that the two observations complement each other very well .
Non-Precipitation Echoes (Angels)
Contro\~ersy over the cause of these extremely interestino' echoes continues. In s0111e cases, echoes are clearly the resul t of birds [Ligda, 1958] ; howev.er, m,UlV scientists in the Ullited States favor refractIve index anomalies as the cause in most instances. Atmospheric refractive index models h twe been deyeloped by I-Iamey [19~1] and Atlas [1960a) to explain "angels." DetectIOn of a sea-breeze front by K-band radars has been described by Atlas [1960b] , and illustrations of 8-band detection have been presented by Bigler, Hexter, and Wells [1962] . Additionally, some of the clmracteristics of "angel" echoes have been described by Vrana [1961] . Roelofs and Bolgiano [1962] have reported tracking clear-air targets . Individual "angels" were detectable for periods in excess of 20 min; the velocities of the targets deviated c01lsiderably from the radiosonde winds and the radar cross sections were a sensitive function of elevation angles.
.7 . Measurement of Air Motion by Radar
Emphasis is being placed on obtaining an indication of air motion in the atmosphere by use of radar. For the most part, the measurement in volves a study of the velocities of hydro meteors suspended or falling throuo'h the air. Some effort also is being made to obtain'" an indication of clear air turbulence; in this case the radar return is from local refractive index gradients. L'hermitte and Atlas [1961] have denlop ed a method for measuring wind and particle fall velocity by means of a pulse Doppler radar. By using a beam tilted up from the horizon and by scanning 360 deg in azimuth, one can obtain wind and particle fall velocity under uniform precipitation conditions. Data collected with the C-band radar compare favorably with other wind measurements [Atlas, 1962; L'hermitte, 1962] .
Probert-Jones and Harper [1961] have mapped vertical velocities in showers from data supplied by a Doppler radar with its antenna pointing vertically upward, while Rogers and Pilie [1962] have m ade measurement of the drop size distribution in rain using Doppler radar techniques.
The U.S. Weather Bureau has used a WSR-57 10-cm radar at Evansville, Ind. , to investigate the feasibility of detecting clear-air tm'bulence [Stewart, 1961] . Observations of clear-air turbulence by ail'-craft pilots within range of the radar are compared with indications of turbulence on the radar. A st udy of Stackpole [1961 ] on the response of raindrops to tm'bulent flow indicates there may not be a strong relationsh ip between the radar indication of turbulence and the actual air tLU'bulence.
Atte nuation and Scattering
Theoretical and experimental work is being carried on to improve our knowledge of scattering by water and ice. Discrepancies still exist between the radar retLU'n predicted from rainfall measurem.ents and that actually measured. In a paper by Probert-Jon es [1961} a detailedrederivation of the radar equation s ugge~ts that the theory applied to a IneteOl'ological target at present is incorrect; a modification of the equation brings theory and experiment into good agreement. -:\i(eanwhile, more effort is being expend ed to delve into. the physics of .the scatteri.ng problem , both analytIcally and expenmentally wIth emphasis on nonspherical shapes.
Herman and Battan [1961} have made n ew computations of attenuation and scattering of an electromao'netic wave incident on ice spheres. Their res~lts show that as the ice particle increases in size, tbe forward scattering also increases. Since this f~rward-scattered ene'i·gy adds to the incident energy, a correction to the attenuation must be made; this correction applies to calculations of attenuation by hailstones with diameters in excess of 1.5 C111.. Values of attenuation h ave b een carried out for diameter-to-wavelength ratios up to three. In fLddition, they have calculated the backscattering, attenuation, absorption, and srattering cross sections for ice spheres consisting of mixtmes of ice and water [Battan and H erman, 1961] . A study of the polarization properties of nonspherical hail indicates that the greatest reflectivity on a 3 -C111 radar will be seen with vertical polarization. On a 10-cm radfLr , however these reflectors will present a cross section as muc!; as 10 db below that of an equiyalent ice sphere for either polarization , but with horizontal slightly hi gher than vertical.
This same subj ect was studied experimentall)' by Atlas and Wexler [1961}. M eas urements of backscatter from nonspherical ice spheroids, 2.8 to 5.1 em in diameter, were made in the laboratory at radar wavelengths of 9.7 and 3.2 cm. At 9.7 em the backscatter is well-behaved, i.e., the largest retmn occms when the radar views the largest f:we of the spheroid. At 3.2 cm the backscatter patterns are more complicated, showing several maxima as the spheroid is rotated. The results at 9.7 cm show simil arities to Rayleigh scattering, while at 3.2 cm the irregularities in pattern fLre consistent with the large fluctuations of cross sections in the middle of the Mie region.
Other measurements of radar cross sections of water drops and ice spheres were m ade at the EERL of the University of Texas [Gerhardt, Tolbert, Brunstein, and Bahn, 1961; Gerhardt, Tolbert, and Brunstein, 1961; Stephens, 1961}. In this work, wavelengths of 1.5, 3.2, and 5.7 em were used. The range of sizes of water drops was from 0.2 to 0.7 cm, for ice 0.3 to 3.5 cm. For }' = 3.2 cm, scattering from water drops up to 0.35 In an effort to st udy the return from the sm fLller droplets in clouds, a d;:oplet collector WfL developed for usc on a n airplfLl1e [Todd, 1961] . Droplets are collected on clear polyes ter motion-picture film coated with FormvfL!"; the coaLed film is softened wi t h ethylene dichloride just prior to exposure to the cloud. Cloud particles embed themselves in the softened plastic. When the film is dried it contains a permanent record of samples of the water and ice crystal distributione in the cloud. These dis tributions arC' compared with the r adar return measured on a ground-based X-band radar.
. Tropospheric Propagation Affecting Space Communications
There are three categories into which tropospheric propagation effects important to space communications can be subdi I' ided, namely: refractive effects, these being of importancc in tracking communication satellites at low angles of elevation with yery narrowbeam an tennas; absorptive effects, of importance in both the clear and the precipitant atmosphere because of the attenua tion and the noise which they in troduce; scattering effects, due to both inhomogeneity in refractive index and precipitation in the atmosphere, these being media which introduce both in terference and thermal noise in to the space communication system.
.1. Refractive Effects
Methods of calculating tropospheric refraction , knowing the magnitude of the refractive index at the earth's surface, have been developed [Bean and Thayer, ] 959], and these have been shown to agree well with experimental data obtained using the radio sextant [Jlifl' and Holt, 1963 ; Anway, 1963] . Tracking of satellites with narrow-beam antenna" may therefore be accomplished using methods which rely on predicted orbi tal elem en ts, provided corrections that take refractiYe index profile characteristics in to account are made for low angles of eleyation. Deyiation in the angle of arrival of the radio waves from the average and predicted values has also been studied [Bean, Horn, and Riggs, 1960; Bean and Dutton , 1960 ; 
.2 . Absorptive Effects a . Clear Atmosphere-Attenuation
The absorption by oxygen and water ,-apor results in significant attenuations at millimeter wavelengths (a summary is given by Straiton and Tolbert [1960] ) therefore, even under clear atmospheric conditions, these wavelengths are not especially attractive for space communications (see, however, Straiton and Tolbert [1963] ). Measurements of ground-level attenuation have been extended to frequencies above 100 Gcls [Tolbert and Straiton , 1959] ; and it is found , as with investigations at somewhat lower frequencies, that the loss due to oxygen agrees well with theoretical prediction, whereas that due to water vapor is significantly larger than expected; no suitable explanation has yet been given for the discrepancy.
Calculations of the attenuation of cen timeter waves through the entire troposphere for an antenna beamed at various angles of elevation have been made by Blake [1961 ] and Hogg [1959] . It is found 558 that the attenuation per se is not significant for wa\'elengths greater than 3 cm provided the elevation of the antenna beam exceeds 5 deg.
b. Clear Atmosphe re-Sky Noise
Low-noise amplifiers and antennas are a necessity in space communications because of the large distances involved and the need to conserve power in the satellites [Pierce and Kompfner, 1959] . With present technology, the limiting factor in the sensitivity of a centimeter-wave receiving system is the sky noise which is generated by the absorption discussed in section fL. Calculation [Hogg, 1959; Blake, 1961 ; Bean, Abbott, and vVestwfLter, 1962] and experiment [DeGmsse et al., 1959; Ohm, 1961; Hogg and Semplak, 1961a] show that the effective sky noise tempemture due to oxygen is about 3 OK for zenith orien t ation and about] 00 O K for horizon orientation of the antenna beam at the lon ger centimeter wavelengths. The noise produced by water vapor increases these values som ewhat; the increase is a function of frequency and also of season because of the changing water vapor content of the atmosphere at a given latitude. Losses in the atmosphere also enter into calculation of the effect of environment on the noise temperfLture of antennas [Chen and Peake, 1961; Hogg, 1961] . Ring [1962] discusses extensive measurements at 35 Gcls of sky noise t,nd the effect of environm ent on antenna temperature. The noise generated by the troposphere in an antenna on fL satellite has been estimated [Weger, 1960] .
c . P recipitates-A bsorption and Sky Noise
Attenuation by rain at millimeter wavelen gths essentially prohibits their use for reliable earth-space communication; however, the effect decreases rapidly towfLrd the long wavelength end of the microwave bane!. No measurements of attenuation by rain of signals from a SOlU'ce b eyond the troposphere have yet been published in the United States.
The sky noise generated by rain is readily observable; effective noise tempemtures at 6 Gcls in excess of 110 O K due to rain have been observed [Hogg and Semplak, 1961a, b j. As in the CfLse of absorption, the total emission of sky noise depends on the rate of rainfall and the length of the propagation path through the rain. Estimates of sky noise due to rain for the entire cen timeter-wave band have been made [Hogg and Semplak, 1963] .
Since snow is a relatively lossless medium at centimeter wavelengths, it produces negligible attenuation and sky noise. 
.3. Scattering Effects a . Precipitates
ThermfLl n oise can also be in Lroduced i.n to n, highly sensitive receiving syste m by Lhe scn,tlering process. In t his case the sources of t he thermal noise are the surrounding atmosphere (which has a relatively cool effective tempern,ture) n,nd the earth (which, if perfectly absorbing, has an effective temperature of about 300 O K); the rn,diation from both of these sources propagates into the rain where it is scattered toward the receiving antenna. The noise produced by scatterin g is believed to be small reln,tive to thn,t produced by emission .
Scatter by rain of radiation from interfering transm itters located some distance from t h e receiying site, but operating in the sam e frequency band, ca n degrade the performance of a space communi cation system. T ilis effcct h as been di sc ussed on a t lleoretical basis by D enni.s [1961}. In f11t experiment [Hogg, Semplak, and Gray, ] 963} at 4 Gcls during a h eal'y thu11(l erst01"ln, a radio reby trfLnsmitter located 20 miles from a, Yert ically beamed rccei I'ing antenna prod Llced int erIerence six times the t ltermn,l noise caused by the rain. Til is eJIect is also d iscussed by Doherty and ~to n e [1960}.
h. Tropospheric Scatter Propogo:'ion
In a Itighly sensiti"e receil'cr, significant interference can also be produced "in, trophos plteric seatter propf1gf1tion frolll transmitters beyond the horizon, especially under abnOl'mal co nditi ons of strong layers or of d Llotin g. This interference presents ,I, problelll in freq uency alloeatio n and siting if fr equency brmds are to be shared by rn,clio r elay n,nd spaee communication systc ms. In cvaluating t he effect, the "common volume" concept so often used in scatter propagation is not gen erally applicable since it is more oIten than not a question of t ile main beam of the one flntenna scatterin g into the wicle-flngle side lobes of the other.
Influence of Irregularities of Terrain and of Vegetation on Radio Wave Propagation
Irregularities and vegetation on the earth's surface contribu te in a gr eat many ways to the propagat ion of radio waves through, around, to, or from th e surface of the earth. Information pertaining to terrain and vegetation effects is related to several of the Commissions of URSI and is in part incorporated in the reports of these other commissions and in other sections of the Commission 2 report. For example, the propagation of radio waves t hrough the troposph ere is definitely influenced by the surface effects, and such problems as the ch aracteristics of propagation over mixed land and sea surfaces have been described in th e Commission 4 report. Backscattering, as related to arbitrary geometrical surfaces, has also been described in Commission 4 reports but to the extent that these surfaces serve as models of the ground, they overlap the interests of Commission 2. These subj ects will, therefore, not be included in the Commission 2 report.
Five basic areas will be described in this section as follows:
1. The effect of terrain and foliage features on the signal strength as measured and as calculated at various locations on irregular terrain.
2. Backscatter and forwardscatter of rough surfaces on the earth, particularly at near grazing incidence.
3. Reflection from the earth at neal' vertical incidence.
4. The effect of foliage and earth features on the radiation from the earth as seen by a radiometer above the e:u-th's surface.
5. The effect of the earth's surface in controllin g the turbulence characteristics of the troposphere itself.
Effects of Terrain and Vegetation on Signal Characteristics
Considerable work was done by the Television Allocations Study Organization (TASO) to develop more reliable VHF and UHF propagation curves for use in allocation work by the Federal Communications Commission. LaGrone [1960] analyzed considerable VHF and UHF field data taken under field conditions varying from smooth plains to rugged mountainous terrain and developed empirical equations from which the effects of terrain on the signal could be computed. He found the average absorption by vegetation to be approximately 1 db at low VHF, 4 db at high VHF, and 22 db at low UHF. LaGrone also developed new propagation curves for high and low VHF and low UHF. Head [1960] was concerned with the effects of dense vegetation (trees) in t h e foreground of the receiving antenna on the received signal amplitude. Measurements were reported at 485 Mc/s. He found the UHF signal to be approximately 30 db below the smooth earth value close behind the trees and 10 db below at a distance of abo ut one mile from the trees. The receiving antenna was 30 ft above local ground and the trees had an average height of 60 ft. He also found the average effect of groves of varying densities to be -22 db. This agrees with the results r eported by LaGrone [1960] .
Further studies at The University of Texas of the effects of vegetation on the received signal were reported by LaGrone and Chapman [1961J and by LaGrone, Martin, and Chapman [1963] . LaGrone an d Chapman made measuremen ts at very low angles of 2,880 Mc/s signals over wooded ar eas as a function of the elevation angle of the transmitter. The effects of one tree and of a grove of trees on the apparen t location of a signal source as determin ed by a narrow beam antenn a were evaluated and reported. LaGrone, Martin, and Chapman made height gain signal strength measurernents at various distances behind a dense grove oJ trees in full leaf. The measurements were made at 82, 210, 633, 1280, and 2950 Mc/s. Theoretical diffraction curves for a smooth spherical earth and for a knife edge were compared with the measUTed height gain CUTves. Excellen t agreemen t between the measured signal an d the knife-edge diffracted signal was foun d at the higher frequencies, with sign ificant agreement in evidence at the lower frequencies.
Barsis an d KU'by [1961 J have reported measurements of long-term signal variations at 100 and 750 Yfc/s over a long (223 km) knife-edge diffraction path. While the agreement between the observed transmission loss and that predicted using standard diffraction theory was not particularly good even when allowance is made for roundu1g of the knife edge [Wait and Conda, 1959] , they found the longterm variations in hourly medians tended to behav e like two lin e-of-sight paths in tandem. Short-term variations resembled space-wave fadeouts earlier defined for within-the-horizon paths; periods of signal enhancemen ts were also observed and analyzed. It would appear that the shielding effect of large mountains is questionable, particularly if knife-edge type propagation paths are involved. FUTutsu [1963] has derived rigorous solutions to propagation over terrain models wit h multiple cliffractu1g obstacles such as cones, cylinders, and bases; the predicted results agree very well with laboratory measurements made at 23 ,000 Mc/s on a double kni1'e-edge setup.
Scattering at Angles Near Grazing Incidence a. Backscatter
Laboratory measurements have been made on water surfaces by Schooley [1962J to obtain statis-560 1-' tical distributions of facet size which depend on wind speed, facet slope, and flatn ess toleran ce. H e deful es fl atn ess toleran ce to b e 10 p er cen t of t he radioJrequeocy wavelength. Usin g la boratory data, he calculates the upwind-to-downwind ratio 01' radar backscattm' as a Jun ction of depress. ion angle for various wind speeds and radar wavclengths and comp ares t hem with experim ental results.
Th e N~wal Research Laboratory has condu cted flights with th eir r adar-equipp ed aU'plane to obtain measurements of radar cross sections of ships and the sea smface. R anson e, D avis, and Daley [1962] repor t r eflectivity values of a radar picket ship and a tanker for various ship aspect an gles and r adar depression angles. Radar cross section s are given for a sea with 3-ft waves . The transmitter in these experiments was vertically polarized; on r eception , both vertical and horizontal polarization wer e used. It was found t h at at 90 deg, for example, the contrast between Lh e ship an d the sea backgroun d improved by 10 to 15 db wh en receivi ng on hori zo n tal polarization .
An experim enL was p erformed to obLain r enecLivity of the ocean , ice, and L,nd at high fr cquencies-32.H Mc/s. Nielsen, H ag n, Rorden, an d Clark [1960] , Stan ford R esearch InstiLu Le, r eported t he r esul ts of this in ves ti g~'Lion . Th ey co nclude th at Lhe electrical proper ties of terra,in lose their imporLance aL snh,ll depression angles, while boLh roughn ess and surface electri cal proper Lies becom e importan L aL h igh angles. R etmn from ice depends m ore on the physical characteristics of t Il e surff1ce th an on Lhe eleclrical properties. Wa Ler , smooth icc, and mixed land and water surfa ces give higher retur n on verLical polarization t]l;Ul 011 horizon tal, while Ian d surfaces give equ al reLmn on both polarizations.
R epor ts t hat r adar alLim eiers were in enor over t hick ice hl,yers have been prevalen t since about 1946. More recent studies have shed ligh t on dielectric constants, sCl1t terin g, all d in terface refl ections of contin en tal ice. Waite and Schmidt [1962] discuss recent work at frequencies of 110, 220, and 440 M c/s which indicates th at radar altim eters op eratmg at any of these fr equ encies can give fatally dan gerous height in dications when used by low-flyin g pilots over thick ice. On the other h and, frequ ency modulation altimeters operatmg at 4300 Mc/s provide accurate altitude IneaSUl'em ents.
b. Forward Scatter
Experimental studies of over-water propagation on lUle-oI-sight paths in the Gulf of Mexico are r eported by Beard [1961] ' The results ar e compared with t heoretical and experimental work published earlier . The coheren t field is somewhat higher than that theor etically predicted; t he in coheren t scattered power, if plotted against ocean roughness, rises t o a m aximum then exhibits a downtrend with in cr easin g roughness. Probing of t he re flected en ergy with a narrow-beam antenn a shows that the coher ent and in coher ent power com e main ly from t he sp ecul ar cJu·ection . Th e r esults in dicate t hat mul tiple scattering theory m ay be n eeded for an adequate explan ation of t he data. Katz [1962] h as extended the phenomenological model of forward scatterillg to include cu'cular polarization. He derives the values for reflection coefficients for the rough-sea case an d gives an alytical expressions for the total received signal. H e includes the coherent and incoherent components for r eceiver polarization s of the same and opposite senses to that of the transmitter.
.3. Reflection from the Earth at Near Vertical Incidence
R adar terrain r etmn studies at the University of New lv1exico h ave been concerned with the theoretical interpret ation of a large am ount of data taken by Sandia Corporation using n eal' vertical incidence radar soundin gs and aco ustical m odels of t h ese soundin gs. Ediso n, M oore, and ,IV arner [1960] r eported a t heoretical st ud y of t h e Sandia data at 45 0 Mc/s. Th e radn,r cross section pel' unit ar ea at vertical in cidence ranged betwee n values of 0.7 for wooded ar eas to approxim ately 4 for city targets, wbile at 3800 Mc/s t he Y~wi ati on r anged from 0.8 for woods to abo ut 18 for city targets. The scattering cross section for most targets drops orr rapidly as t he a ngle of in cidence is increased. An except ion is wooded ar eas which are nearly isotropic targets. The ran ge of fading varied from about 3 db for smoot h water smfaces exhibitin g principally speculady returns to ab out 19 db for cert ain nonhom ogeneous tar get areas.
As a supplem ent al s1 udy to t h e rad ar retm ll , an acoustics simuhtor for modeling b acksen,ttcri ng was developed and was reported by Edison [1961] and by Edison , Moore, and Warner [1961] . It was determ ined t h at many of the statistical characteristics of electr omagnetic waves scattered from terrain , s Llch as the angular dependence of th e mean backscattered power, the r ange of fadin g, and the rate of fading , can be duplicated using appr opriate targets and aco ustical waves in t he water. It was found t hat by examinin g the leading edge of th e received pulses, a mean profile of terrain oyer t he illwn in ated area may b e determined with an errorless than 1 part in 300 when using a 6-deg antenna beam from an altitud e of 100 km. W arner, l\1100re, and Edison [1962] reported the use of the simulator in modeling the signal r eturn from over a city. Two m odel cities were built on a scale of 1 to 500, and t he signals from these models were compared with t he signal from full-scale radar experiments. The statistical qu antity obtained from the acoustic experiment comp ared favorably with those obtained from the full-scale r adar exp eriment.
The surface roughness of the earth has been reported by Hayre an d lV100re [1961] and b~' HaYTe [1961] . These papers describe studies designed to determine the validity of the normal bivariate probability di stribution and the Gaussian correl ation fun ction. H eigh t distribution and correlation studies were also made using various maps of portions of the earth 's swJace with contour intervals r angin g from 1 to 25 ft . The results indicated that while th e as-sumption of normal bintriate distribution is justified, the ass ump t ion oj' Gaussian correlation is not justified. A. better cOlTelation seems to be in the form exp [-Irl/a] , wher e T is the horizontal distance over which t he heig hts are to be correlated. This results in a different form of scattering cross section which is a function of angle of incidence, surface roughness, and wavelength. This expression is in good agr eement with the experimental r es ults. These studies have bee n extended to take into account the earth-moon distances and provide data on the lunar s W'faces. The result as applied to the lunar surfaces will be left to the Commission 5 report.
Radiation From the Earth and From
Foliage Hogg [1962] estimated the brightness temperatme of the ground with vegetation at a frequency of 3 Gc/s to b e that of an almost perfectly absorbing m edium ; s uch data are needed to calculate effective antenna noise temperatmes. Ring [1962] reported extensive radiometric measW'ements made at 35 Gc/s with the beam pointed toward various surfaces (grass, asph alt, water, concrete) and determined their absorption coefficients versus angle of incidence. Passive m eas urements of radiation in the centimeter and millimeter range h ave been made by a number of groups in whichthe~' were able to obtain rough maps of the ground which differentiated b etween s urfaces such as water and land. These characteristics varied somewhat with frequency and provided overall types of ground mapping.
Straiton a nd Tolbert [1963] reported on the radiation at millimeter wavelengths from the earth as seen by a radiometer through an absorbing atmosph ere. C urves of the frequency dependence of this radiation were given which showed that when the atmosphere was primarily transparent the radiation was controlled by the ground itself, whereas for t he regions where the atmosphere was more opaque, the radiation originated in the atmosphere.
Investigation of Transhorizon Radio Wave Propagation over Irregular Terrain
Research into the propagation of radio waves in the troposphere has been continued by Cornell Universityover the past several yeftrs. During 1960-61 propagation has been s tudied at 9100 Mc/s, 2800 Mc/s, and 840 Mc/s over a nO-km path in the Finger Lakes Region of New Yorl;;: State [Bolgiano, 1961] . Early r esul ts of the eA"periment, which was initiated principally to investiga te the wavelength dependence of scatter propagation, indicated surprisingly low values of prop agation loss on SOme occasions and differences between mean loss values measured on spaced receivers that were not readily interpretable in terms of Imown models. During summer months (June-September), the average propagation loss at all three frequencies frequently decreases by 20 db to 40 db in the early morning hours. The nature of the terrain (pronounced ridges and deep valleys at a 45-deg angle to the path) precludes normal ducting. D etailed field strength measurements made at numerous points along the great circle route between the receiver site and midpath do not support obstacle diffraction theory. An explanation of this phenomenon appears to reside in a meteorological process peculiar to the local terrain. Radiation cooling of high ground after sunse t on clear days results in downflow of cool air in to the valley bottoms, which contain lakes. This forces the moist ail' immediately ftboye the lake surfaces to higher altitudes and thus produces elC\Tated layers exh ibiting sup el'standard refractive index gradients. These layers become compressed and further elevated, ftl1d the gradients intensified, as the downflow of cooled ail' continues during the night. By early morning hours they have risen to such altitudes as to have a pronounced effect on this path [CassftJl1 , 1962] . Nielson, D., G. H agn , L. Rord en, a nd X. Cla r k (l\Iay 1960) , An ill vestigat ion of the backscatter of h igh freq uen cy radio wavC's from land, sea , \I-ater, and ice, f'tan ford Res. Straito n, A. VV., and C. W . T olbert, F a ctors affect in g ea rth satelli te millimeter co mmunication , IRE Tran s. ..\1[1'1' (s ub mitted).
Wa it, J . R , a nd A . ..\1[. Conda (1959) 
Guided Waves in the Troposphere

. Tropospheric Layers
Wi th the ad\'en t of satellites, renewed in terest has d evclo ped in the phenomenon of r~tdio WfL \'e guiding by the ear Lh's atmosphere. Anderson [1961] has r eported t he r ecep tion of stttellite signals ,tt 108 M c/s and 21 2 M c/s minu tes b efor e t he satelli te rises abo\'e t he hori zon o ve r the Pacific. On one occasion reception was ob tained ftt a r ange 2,000 mi b eyond the radio horizon . Arendt and Soicher [1962] ha \T e obser ved similar extensions of tlte mdio horizon which they also ,t t tribu te to guiding in th e troposphere, In r eg ions wh ere the eftr Lh's a tmosplwre subsides especially over wa ter, there arc large ar eas cltarac~ terized by ,1 layer of moist, cool air adjacent to the earth and covered by a wa rm, dry ail' In,tss. 1' lJ e increase in temper ature and decrease in the a moun t of wat er \T fLpOr with elevation throu g h Lhe tr ansition r egion b eLw eel~ t h~se ~tir masses produce a r apid d ecrease 111 refr actl Ve mdex, thus forming a radio Rmgwalt and M acdonald [1961] showed that greatly incr eased r adio r anges were possible under such conditions. The fields decreased wi th distance at a r ate mnging from 6 db per 100 nfLutical miles to the so· called "scatter" level of about 15 db per 100 n autical miles; maximum ranges of 500 to 1 200 mi were obser ved. The varia tion of signal le~el with elevatioll was qui te striking; the fi elds wer e almost always maximum in the transition layer , being some 25 db greater than the aver age at lower levels. R esults of a similar propagation exp eri.ment a t 128 M c/s over the airlin e route from Sau Francisco to Honolulu showed aircraft-ground transmission losses only 20 to 40 db in exces of free sp ace loss out to r anges of 2,200 mi for aircraft altitudes of 28,000 to 35,000 ft [Vergara, Levatich, and Carroll, 1962] . The enhanced r adio ranges were found to be correla ted wi th a proposed m eteorological parameter related to m ean index gradient and atmospheric stabili ty. Enhanced mdio r anges h ave also~ been' obser ved at 220 and 445 M c/s in th e P acific between San Diego and Oahu [R andall, 1962] . Signals only 20 db b elow free s pace w ere m efLs ul'ed to ranges of 1,800 nautical miles . . Am ent l I 96~] 1I ,ts discussed th e role of r efmctivi ty Irr egulctn tles m ducts and concluded t hfL t t he obs.erved correlations fLmon g duct str engths, atten uatlOn m tes, fLnd height gains ill and abo ve th e duct can b e explained in terms of normal duct theory modified to accoun t for t he sca t tering cfLused by t he ineg ulari t ies.
6 ,2, Ground Wave and VLF Propagation PropagfLtion of VLF waves b etween the boundaries of t he ear t h and the ionospher e may be con sidered as guid ed waves in tile t roposph ere. 'i!Vait [1962a b a lld c] hfLs inves tig,tted t he excitfL tion of VLF mdde~ and t heir propagation characteris tics for a variable ionospheri c h eigh t. H e has also investigated t he eA'ects of fL gm~ufL~ tmllsition a t the bounda ry between the 1l0n-lOIllzed low er atmos phere fLud t he ionosphere. Crain fL lld T amarkin [1961J have r epor ted sudden changes of VLF propagation ch ar acterIstics ca used by c1 hig h-al tit ud e lluclear detonfLtion which t hey attribu te to bomb-induced ionizlttion in the ionospheric D laye r. Johler and . Lilley [1961 ] h fLve an alyzed sferic signa tures of t hunderstorm s a t low radiofrequencies for determining th e conductivi ty of the ground.
The n ature of rad iowav e propaga tion through the earth (and sea) and at the earth-atmosphere (and sea-atmosphere) interface has been examined extensively by Commission 2. It was the subject of two sessiC!ns <:>rganize<;l by J. R. Wait at the spring UR SI meetmg ill Washmgton, D.C. , May 1962. Wait has also organized a collec tion of papers on surface and subsurface propagation being publish ed in a sp ecial issue of the Transa ctions of the IEEE on An tenn as and Propagation (AP-ll, No. 3, 1963) . This area represents an overlap of the in ter ests of Commissions 2 and 6. To avoid r ep etition , this n1fLterial is included in the section prepared by Commission 6 under the heading Electromagn etic Fields in Lossy Media .
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. Radar Studies of the Sun, Moon, and Planets
The growth in sensi tivity a nd distl'ibu tion of large radar systems over t he past several years hfts gr efttly stim ulated t he stud y of obj ects in t he solm' system by means of r adio echo es. T o dftte only the Sun , t he Moon, a nd Venus have been successfully studied , bu t it is expected th at M er cury and M ars will shortly be added to th e list of accessible targe ts.
The Sun
Th e p ossibility of ob tftinin g radar echoes from t he sun was suggested first by Kerr [1952] and later reexamin ed by Bass and Braude [1957] . Both pap er s wer e essen tiftlly in agr eemen t in estim ating th e cross sectio n of the sun to be appr oximately l. 5 7r R~ at 30 M c/s and in estim atin g the m agnitude of the radar system r eq uired to ob tain echo es at this frequen cy.
R adar con tact with t ho sun was first established in 1958-59 wh en Eshlemall , B ar thle, and Gallftgh er [1960] ob tained echoes a L 26 M c/s. Theil' experim en ts were co nfined to sever al dftYs d Lll'in g' t he equino ctial periods when th e sun tr aver sed t he b eam of a large flxed broadside ftlTay of rh ombi c ftn tenn as. The processed da tft showed unmistftlmble evidence of p eak correlation wi t h very 10"" elTor probabili ty correspo nding to radar reflections from region s in the solar coron ft n ear t wo sohI' r adii [Bar thle, 1960] . B ased upon th e detecLion threshold s ob tain ed by these techni.ques, it would ftppear that th e effective radar cross section of t he sun at 26 Mc/s WftS as lar ge as or gr eater t han th e value of l. 5 7r m estimated by K err and by B ass and Braud e.
In t he early sum mer of 1961 , 1i[assachusetts Institute of T echnology Lin coln L aboratory began ft regular daily series or rad ar obsen ;ftt ions of t he solar corona at 38 Mc/s u tilizin g a large phased array antenn a and powerful radar system located near EI Campo, T ex. (29.00° N latitude and 96.25° W lon git ude). The an tenna system con sists of 1024 dipoles arrayed in a n or th-south direction in eigh t (8) r ows of 128 elem en ts. This antenna has a m aximum effec tive gain of 34 db (i.sotropic) and produces a fan beam 0.8 X 12 deg. E ach r adiatin g elem ent is equipped with phasing cables which allow the fan beam to b e position ed to th e declination of the sun throughout th e year. The transmitter is opera ted a t 500 kw CWo The r adar sys tem is equipped with correlation and integration devices t hat permit unambiguous r ange m easurements of weak signals well below the background solar n oise [Abel, Chisholm, Fleck , and J am es, 1962] .
A new solar r adar system , ", vas installed a t Stanford University in 1961, consistin g of an an tenn a array of 48 log-:reriodic elements toget her wi t h appropriate phasin g a nd t uning devices to p ermit m dar op emtion at a desired frequency in a 20-to 60-Mc/s b and and a 300-kw average power transmi tter . Th e tr ansmitter may also b e used with an adj acen t 150-ft cliam stem'able paraboloidal antenn a . Preliminary operation of t his sys tem for solar studies was unfor t un ately delayed un til Sep tember-October 1962 , and sp eciflc r esults ar e n ot a \T ailftble at t his dft te p ending completion of th e processing of the data obtained during t hese measurem en ts.
Several other large m dar system s which ar e po tentially applicable to radar studi es of t h e solftr corona either h ave been completed or ar e n earin g completion. Th e Nation al Bureau of Stand ards has buil t a powerful 50-Mc/s r adar sy tern located at the geomagnetic equator in Peru for studies of in coheren t electron sca t ter in t he ionosphere. The antenn a consists of 9,000 or thogo nftlly polari ;-;ed dipole elem ents cO\rering a 1,000-ft sq horizon tal ar ea. Th e ul timate tran smi tter power 1'or this system is 400 to 800 kw average wi t h ft 6-M w p eak power ftt pulse width s up to 2 111 ill length . Some solM m da,r studies ar e plall ned durin g t he p eri ods of t he year when th e sun will traverse the n alTOW ver tical beam of t he r adar system.
The initial resul ts of the }VU l' Lin coln Labom tOl'y solar observations in t he summ er of 1961 indi cate consider able daily variability in t he str ength of t he solar ec hoes and in <l,ppftr en t corollal cross secLion. The signals detected in a 2-kc/s b andwidt h nt 38 Mc/s were sllbstan tiftlly lower (1 0 to 15 db ) t h an t hose detected by Eshleman , Bar thle, and GnJlagher in 1958-] 959 at 26 Mc/s also utilizin g a 2-kc/s b andwi dth [Abel, Chi sholm , F leck , ftnd J ames, 1961] . IJater t he r eceivin g h andwid ths wer e progressively widen ed to 4 k c/s, t hen Lo 8 an d fi nally 16 kc/s . One of t he most significant resul ts ob taiu ed from t hese investigntions is t he evidence t hat tIl e D oppler broadening apparently caused by intern al motion in t he coron a exceeds t he D oppler br oadenin g expec Led fro m solar r otation alone (~ 1.5 kc/s at 38 Mc/s) by at least a factor of 10 wit h som e r ece nt evidence of Doppler broadened r etm ns over a 40-kc/s b and [Ab el, Chisholm, and J ames, 1962] . I n Sep tember 1961, t he solar r adar system was equipped with a broad-b and m agneti c tape recording facility which allowed systema tic studies of t he Doppler broadened spectrum in I-kc/s intervals over a 16-kc/s b and . These Doppler spectra indicate t hat t he m aximum en ergy density occurs at Doppler frequencies 3 to 4 kc/s higher t h an the carrier frequency, decr easing on either side to about one-half t he energy density a t about 8 kc/s from t he m aximum value. These data suggest a mean ou t ward motion of 12 to 16 km/sec in t he coronal r egions producing t he radar echoes accompanied by chaotic motion s of ftl1 ensemble of scatterers h ftving m ean velocities in t he r egion of 30 km/sec or greater.
: Measurements of t he m nge of t he solar echo es ftt 38 M c/s indicate radar r eturns distribu ted over at least 5 sec in time of anival correspondin g t o a scattering r egion extending over a mn ge of 7.5 X 10 5 lu n . The maximum echo str ength occurs near 1.5 solar r adii from t he center of the sun towards t he ear th . This r an ge was computed assuming 1.6 sec of additional group delay for a 38-Mc/s signal en tel'ing and emerging from the turning point of the cell tral ray i1' 1 the corona [Chisholm, 1960] . The apparent r ange of the maximum solar radar returns varies over a range of 1 to 2 sec from day to day.
A measure of the variability of the radar cross section of the solar corona over a yearly period has been obtained by summing the daily radar returns in an 8-kc/s bandwidth oyer all detectable ranges for comparison with other radio and optical indices of solar actiyity. The a \T erage radar cross section derived from these data does not gi,~e the total cross section since some fraction of the radar returns are known to be Doppler shifted out of this bandwidth. Calculated on the basis of this bandwidth the average cross section is about one-fourth the projected area of the photosphere (To R~) . The trend of the daily variations of t ile cross section appears to h ave a good correlation with the rotational period of the su [1 . The day-to-day correlation of the radar cross section with daily flare and solftr radio noise acti \Tity is as yet inconclusive. Further detailed study is under way to compare this actiyity for specific time in tervals of the radar operation.
Operation of the El Campo Solar Radar system will be continued in 1963 on a regular dftily schedule. The sys tem h as recently been modified for operation with a bandwidth as wide as 50-kc/s and to permit Doppler measurements over this range. It is further planned to double the size of the array in early 1963 to provide additional sensitivity.
The advances in powerful radar systems and in signal processing techniques in the United States in the last few years appear to have demonstrated the feasibility of radar methods for studies of the structure of the solar corona and to hold future promise of radar measurements over a r elatively broad range of frequencies as more powerful radar sys tems are placed in operation with their full designed power capabilities. Prior to 1960 , Trexler [1958 in the United States and Evans [1957] in England had shown that the moon acts in large part as a smooth reflector of incident radio energy. This result, in striking contrast to the situation at optical wavelengths, implies that a large fraction of the lunar sU~'face must be relatively smooth on the macroscoplC scale explored at radio wavelengths.
The Moon
Measurements which began in 1960 [Leadabrand et al. 1960; Pettengill, 1960; Hughes, 1960] have extended the earlier work and, by using relatively short pulses to explore the detailed time distribution of the reflected power, have permitted a quantitative description of the mean lunar slopes, which are found to have a mean gradient of about 1 in 10 [D aniels, 1961; Hagfors, 1961 ; Hug~es, 1961] . Echoes have b een detected from all portlOns of the lunar surface, even from the limbs. An analysis of the angular scatterino' behavior and degree of polarization of the lunar ecl~oes appears to require that a portion of the surface ftpproximately 8 percent on the average for measurements at 68-cm wavelength, scatter diffusely [Pettengill and Henry, 1962a] .
More recen t measurements by Evans and Pettengill [196 3] at wavelengtb s substantially shorter (3.6 cm) and longer (7. 8 m ) than previous work indicate that the transition of the moon from a largely specular scatterer at meter wavelengtbs to a completely diffuse scatterer at optical wavelengths is a gradual process. Specifically, the mean gradi en t is found to vary with wavelengths being about one in 11 for points spaced by 68 Cln and one in seven for points at 3.6 CHI.. Similarly, at 68 cm about 8 percent of the surface appears to be covered with structure of the order of a wavelength in size, whereas at 3.6 CITl the corresponding figure is 14 percent.
The most precise measurements of lunar radar cross section to date find a yalue of 0.074 of the projected area of the moon at 73 cm [Fricker et aI. , 1960] . Equally precise values fit other wavelengths do not yet appear to have been obtained, although there is som e evidence for a gradual reduction with decreasing wavelength. The cross section measured at 73 cm corresponds to a n ear-surface dielectric consta nt ot 2.8 , or about half that for typical rocks of the earth's surEace. It is speculated that the low lunar value probably results from a high surfac e porosity.
An experimental technique for determining radar scattering properties of relati \rely small r egions of the lun ar surface was described and its general feasibility shown in early 1960. More recen tly this method has been applied to a study of t he crater Tycho , which has been shown to be an area of Ullus ual roughness as compared to the average lunar surface [Pettengill and H enry, 1962b] .
The Planet Venus
The first radio echoes from the planet Venus appear to have been obtained during the inferior conjunction which occurred in the spring of 1961. Five groups of workers, three in the United States, one in the United Kingdom, and one in the U .S.S.R. , were successful in their attempts at tha t time, The U.S . groups were at Millsto ne, M . LT. [Pettengill et aI., 1962c] , Goldstone, J.P.L. [Muhl em an, Holdridge, and Block:, 1962] , and Moorestown, R .C .A. [Maron, Luchak, and Blitzstein, 1961] . The U.K. group was at Jodrell Bank [Thom son et aI., 1961] . Results for the U.S.S.R. gro up were reported by Kotel'nikov et al. [1962] . A s ummary of the resul ts as reflected in a determination of the value of the astronomical unit is given in table 1. The accuracy 
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t obtained , e\'en in the worst case, far exceeded t hat previously ayailable from o pt i c~"tl obsenTations alone.
The ':'1illstone a nd Gold sto ne groups s ucceeded in making m eas urem ent s O\O el" t"t uJfLciently long intenTal to fi.nd additional systematic; errors which were attributed to ilhLCcLu'twies in t he orbits of Venus and ear th. These inYest ig<"ttors were also able to show tbat the r e£lecti\T ity of Venus was near 0 .1 a nd did not vary appreciably o \'er t h e wavelength interval from 12.5 em to 68 em , t hus ruling out a Cytherean ionosphere as t he so urce of the echoes. The meas ur ed range dispersion suggested a surface smoother than that obsenT ed for the moon . These measurements, when combined wit h t he narrow returned frequency spectrum, require a very long period of planetary rotation (in excess of 100 days, probably synchronous).
